



A Financial Macroeconometric Model
of Japan 1976-1998
??????? ?
L.R.Klein presented a °ow-of-funds model that resembles the input-
output model of the Leontief. We formulate a °ow-of-funds model by
making some modi¯cation to the Klein model. The purpose of this
paper is to construct a ¯nancial macroeconometric model of Japan,
which is based on the modi¯ed Klein model. The sample period for the
estimation is ¯scal years 1976-1998. Some simulations are performed for
estimation of the e®ect of an increase in net worth of households and
the e®ect of a decline in the discount rate of the Bank of Japan using
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(5) A¤ = ELS (6) LS = FA¤ +NW
(5)??? (6)???
(7) LS = FELS +NW (8) LS = (I ¡ FE)¡1NW
(9) A¤ = EFA¤ + E fNWg (10) A¤ = (I ¡ EF )¡1 E fNWg
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¤ rL + 0:248455
(1:17)
¤ rS(¡1)






¤ rE + 0:2363
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¤ rE(¡1) + 0:6732
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Aji = eji ¤ LSi
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DW = 0:563 ¹R2 = 0:895030 1976-1998
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DW = 1:523 ¹R2 = 0:953627 1976-1998
????????????????????????????




















DW = 1:909 ¹R2 = 0:915496 1976-1998
?????????????????????














DW = 0:836 ¹R2 = 0:9802 1976-1998
?????????????
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